According to the University Chemical Hygiene Plan, all chemicals and samples used or created in laboratories must be labeled legibly and in English with:

- Their chemical names, written in full,
- All applicable hazard classes (e.g., Flammable, Corrosive, etc.), either written in full OR by affixing stickers of the corresponding OSHA GHS pictograms (shown below) on the container or sample,
- The open date if the chemical or sample contains a peroxide or peroxide former.
- In cases where it not be practical or possible to label individual secondary containers (e.g. vials and tubes <20 mL in volume), such containers may be stored in tray or box affixed with a common label so long as the smaller containers hold the same chemical contents.

A couple of laughs before you leave:

“Know safety, no pain. No safety, know pain.”
-NotVoodoo

Ideas for future editions? Contact: jasmin.portelinha@uconn.edu & ngoc_chau.vy@uconn.edu